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2020 .Rocky Mountain Ramblers The Rocky
Mountain Ramblers (or RMR) were a country music
band which blended in elements of blues and folk
with traditional country music to create a "unique
mix of rock and country". Formed in Fort Collins,
Colorado in 1974, the band was active until they
disbanded in 1979. History The RMR were formed
by Frank Sullivant, a long-time friend of Tompall
Glaser. The three original members were Sullivant
on guitar and vocals, Glaser on lead guitar, and Jeff
Glover on bass. After recording and releasing a
self-produced album titled History Lesson in 1975,
the band performed sporadic shows over the next
two years. Their fourth album, Jambalaya, was
released in 1978 on Frontier Records. In 1978,
Frontier recorded a track from the upcoming
album, "Been There Long Time," which was
released as a single by the label in late 1978. The
song was the first collaboration between Glaser
and Sullivant. The single rose to number 33 on the
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country charts in March 1979. The band continued
to perform in small clubs in the Denver area,
including the original Larimer Lounge in
downtown, and by 1979 the RMR were playing
clubs such as the Red Dog Saloon in Arvada,
Colorado, and on the road. After a final show on
August 24, 1979, the band dissolved. Glover went
on to form the band the Corsairs with his brothers
Earl and Hoyt and cousin Pee Wee. Glaser,
Sullivant and bassist Dick Richards went on to
form Big Mama's, a rockabilly band, which, along
with the Nashville band the Left Banke, toured the
east coast in the late 1980s. Discography History
Lesson (1975) Jambalaya (1978) Singles "Been
There Long Time" b/w "High and Low Blues" -
(Frontier Records, 1978, FR-0888) Compilation
albums Rocky Mountain Ramblers (CD 2003,
Fantasy Records) References External links "Rocky
Mountain Ramblers Biography" by PopMatters.com
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